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ABSTRACT

Livestreamed APGs (audience participation games) allow
stream viewers to participate meaningfully in a streamer’s
gameplay. However, streaming interfaces are not designed
to meet the needs of audience participants. In order to explore the game design space of APGs, we provided three game
development teams with an audience participation interface
development toolkit. Teams iteratively developed and tested
APGs over the course of ten months, and then reflected on common design challenges across the three games. Six challenges
were identified: latency, screen sharing, attention management,
player agency, audience-streamer relationships, and shifting
schedules. The impact of these challenges on players were
then explored through external playtests. We conclude with
implications for the future of APG design.
CCS Concepts

•Human-centered computing → Interaction paradigms;
User interface toolkits; Interface design prototyping;
•Applied computing → Computer games;
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INTRODUCTION

Livestreaming platforms such as Twitch.tv allow audiences
to watch streamers playing games in real-time, while using
text chat among themselves to form community [12, 24, 34].
Streamers and audiences also interact with one another socially, such as when streamers acknowledge audience members who have donated money or subscribed to the stream
[5]. However, audience members typically cannot directly participate in the streamer’s gameplay with streaming platforms
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offering only limited supporting features [2]. Livestreamed
audience participation games (APGs) challenge this assumption. APGs allow viewers to directly participate in gameplay
along with the streamer, typically in a secondary but influential role [54]. For example, in Choice Chamber, the streamer
controls the main character in a simple platforming game, but
audience participants can decide what enemies they face and
what abilities the character possesses [3].
Streamers are beginning to embrace new means of audience
engagement [24], since engaged audiences are seen as a key
step to growing and maintaining a successful channel [4, 22,
50]. Developers see streamers and stream viewers as a critical
game audience, and are experimenting with new livestreaming
mechanics in their games, including APGs (e.g. [3, 32, 44, 46,
52]). Finally, audience participants have different motivations
from either streamers or passive viewers, and seek varying
levels of interaction and control [54]. APGs can address the
needs of all three of these stakeholder groups.
The technical and social context of streaming platforms shapes
the design opportunities available to APGs. For example,
latency between the stream and the chat [1, 66] can interfere
with the provision of feedback to audience players. Based
on a prior study of the design space [54], we developed a
toolkit for creating lightweight custom audience participation
interfaces that could communicate with Unity games. The
toolkit addressed some of the existing challenges with APG
development, such as difficulty providing hidden information
to players, by using a secret IRC channel to send game-relevant
messages and creating a persistent HTML5 visual interface.
To discover additional challenges and opportunities in this
space, we provided our toolkit to three game development
teams and asked them to create new APGs across a range of
game genres. Over the course of ten months, these games were
developed using an iterative design process [8, 13, 18]. Design
teams were asked to reflect on their process and identify common design challenges across the teams. We then conducted
external playtests, with a research confederate playing the role
of the streamer(s), and collected feedback from audience participants. In this paper, we share the six challenges identified

